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When using this booklist, please be aware of the need for guidance to ensure students select texts considered appropriate for their age, interest and maturity levels.

PRC

Author/Title

Publisher

Year

580946

Acton, Sara
Dinosaur day out

Walker Books

590078

Agee, Jon
Wall in the middle of the book, The
Allen, Ed & Eckstrom, Nathaniel (ill)
Shoelaces are impossible!

Scholastic Australia

Andrews, Kimberly
Puffin the architect

Penguin Random
House Australia

6787

578091

Scholastic Australia

ISBN

2018 9781760650049 Sally and Max love dinosaurs. They can't wait to see them at the
museum, but today the dinosaur exhibition is closed. Where will the
dinosaurs go on their day off?
2019 9781760663490 The wall in the middle of this book is supposed to protect one side of the
book from the other side. Supposed to.
2019 9781760154950 I am NEVER going to be able to tie my shoelaces. It's IMPOSSIBLE!
Caterpillar really wants to learn to tie his shoelaces so he can be a tap
dancing star! Luckily, his bunny friend gives him all the steps to learn
how to do it. You can learn too!
2018 9780143793755 Meet Puffin, a clever architect who always creates the perfect home for
her clients. But her newest clients are very hard to please - her own
pufflings! Will Puffin come up with a puffling-perfect home design?

Armitage, Ronda & Armitage, David (ill)
Lighthouse keeper's series

8/23/19 6:09 AM

Annotations

Any two titles read from this series can be included as official Challenge
books; up to five more titles can be included as your personal choice
books. To see the individual book titles and their PRC ID numbers, go to
the Series lists on the Booklists page on the website. Or, you can
search for a series name or the individual titles by using the Search
function on the top left hand corner of the screen.
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Atinuke & Brooksbank, Angela (ill)
Baby goes to market

Walker Books

2018 9781406365160 Market is very crowded. Mama is busy shopping. Baby is busy, too! Can
you count all the tasty treats Baby collects and eats along the way?

Barnett, Mac & Klassen, Jon (ill)
Circle: Shapes trilogy

Walker Books

2019 9781406384222 This book is about Circle. This book is also about Circle's friends
Triangle and Square. When they all play hide-and-seek, Circle makes a
rule. But, when Triangle breaks that rule, Circle has to rescue him.

587859

Base, Graeme
Bumblebunnies: The sock

Angus & Robertson
(HarperCollins)

6303

Base, Graeme
Bumblebunnies: The pond

Angus & Robertson
(HarperCollins)

2019 9781460753972 It's washing day, and Wuffle the puppy, Lou the kitten and Billington the
duck watch the clothes blow about in the wind. But when disaster strikes
once more, who will save the day?
2018 9781460753941 Wuffle the puppy, Lou the kitten and Billington the duck are playing
happily in the garden. But when disaster strikes, who will save the day?

Battersby, Katherine
Squish Rabbit's pet

University of
Queensland Press

7313

638711

2019 9780702260469 Squish is just a little rabbit, but being little leads to big dreams. Most of
all, Squish dreams of having a pet. Squish wants a puppy, but he
doesn't know where to find one! With the help of his best friend, Twitch,
Squish sets out to find the pet of his dreams.
Sterling Publishing Co 2018 9781454913948 When Superheroes don't get their way, when they're sad, when they're
mad, when they've had a bad day...they could super-tantrum, they could
but they don't,
because real Superheroes just wouldn't - they won't!

6161

Becker, Shelly & Kaban, Eda (ill)
Even superheroes have bad days

578969

Becker, Shelly & Kaban, Eda (ill)
Even superheroes make mistakes

Sterling Publishing Co 2018 9781454927037 When superheroes are not up to speed, when they slip up, and trip up,
and fail to succeed, they could hang their heads down, they could, but
they don't! Because real superheroes just wouldn't, they won't!

609724

Beekman, Sasha & To, Vivienne (ill)
When you're going to the Moon
Bell, Davina & Colpoys, Allison (ill)
All the ways to be smart

Affirm Press

1471

Bell, Johanna & Beasley, Dion (ill)
Too many cheeky dogs

Allen & Unwin Pty Ltd 2016 9781743316221 'On Monday I went to my auntie's house and guess what I saw? ONE
yellow cheeky dog sleeping on the floor.' So begins this cheeky story set
in a remote Indigenous community, romping through numbers, colours
and days of the week to the hilarious finale.

6347

Biddulph, Rob
Dinosaur Juniors: Give peas a chance

HarperCollins
Publishers Ltd, UK

5528

Binks, Alison
Night walk

Berbay Publishing

590943
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Scribe Publications

2018 9781925584936 Your pet iguana, tap-dancing shoes, an inflatable moose...What else
might you need when you're going to the moon?
2018 9781925713435 Smart is not just ticks and crosses, smart is building boats from boxes,
painting patterns, wheeling wagons, being mermaids, riding dragons.
And nobody will ever do the very same smart things as you.

2018 9780008207441 It's dinner-time for Nancy, but oh no... PEAS! Not-so-keen-on-peas
Nancy needs to come up with a way to ditch those little green balls.
Luckily, she's got a peas-plot up her sleeve. But is she quite as clever
as she thinks?
2018 9780994384171 A family camping holiday opens into a new world when a boy takes a
night walk and discovers the animals that wake when we are asleep.
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Blabey, Aaron
Pig the pug series

609050

Bland, Nick
Some mums
Bland, Nick
Three billy goats Gruff, The

Scholastic Australia

587175

Bland, Nick
Unscary book, The

Scholastic Australia

6332

Bond, John
Mini rabbit not lost

HarperCollins
Australia

620202

Bright, Rachel & Field, Jim (ill)
Way home for wolf, The

Hachette Children's
Books

587737

Brown, Marc
Arthur turns green

Little, Brown Books
for Young Readers

116220

Brown, Marc
Arthur's birthday

Little, Brown Books
for Young Readers

587735

Brown, Marc
Arthur's Thanksgiving

Little, Brown Books
for Young Readers

587893

8/23/19 6:09 AM

Annotations
Any two titles read from this series can be included as official Challenge
books; up to five more titles can be included as your personal choice
books. To see the individual book titles and their PRC ID numbers, go to
the Series lists on the Booklists page, on the website. Or, you can
search for a series name or the individual titles by using the Search
function on the top left hand corner of the screen.

Scholastic Australia

2015 9781743626047 Some mums are graceful and some mums are tough. Each mum has
her own way of being a mum and they are all delightful!
2019 9781743815885 Trip, Trap, Trip, Trap, Trip, Trap! Three billy goats named Gruff want to
cross a bridge to get to where the sweetest grass grows. But under the
bridge lives a great ugly troll! Will he gobble them up?
2018 9781742994147 What are you doing here? This is a scary book! Nicholas Ickle is back
and this time he wants to show us a very scary book. However, as much
as he tries, he can't keep away all the lovely and happy things from
appearing on the pages.
2018 9780008264833 Mini Rabbit is making a cake. But he's run out of berries. No berries, no
cake. So off he goes to look for some. He's not cold, not too small - no,
and definitely not lost. Or is he?
2018 9781408349205 Wilf is as strong and independent as a wolf cub can be. He doesn't need
help from his friends and family - whatever it is, he can do it ALL BY
HIMSELF. But when Wilf finds himself lost and alone in the snow and
chill of an Arctic night, he discovers something important - sometimes
we all need the help of a friend to keep us safe and show us the way.
2011 9780316129244 Arthur comes home from school and begins sneaking around the house,
taking notes and talking about a Big Green Machine. D.W. is suspicious
of her brother's weird behavior, but when Arthur shows up late for dinner
with green hands, she really gets the creeps! But it turns house Arthur is
making a poster listing all the ways to save energy at home--and go
green!
1991 9780316110747 Arthur can't wait to hand out his birthday party invitations. But it turns
out Muffy is having her party on the exact same day! All of his friends
are split between the two parties, so Arthur and Francine hatch a clever
scheme to make sure Arthur and Muffy have the best birthdays yet!
1984 9780316112321 Arthur has been picked to direct his school's Thanksgiving play -- and
cast the roles. But all his friends want to be star, and no one wants to
play the Turkey! What will Arthur do?
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Bunting, Laura & Philip, Bunting (ill)
Another book about bears

10251

Bunting, Laura & Philip, Bunting (ill)
Koalas eat gum leaves

7126

Publisher

Year

Scholastic Australia

ISBN

Annotations

2018 9781742991931 Bears are tired. Sick and tired. And just when they are in the middle of
something really good like sleeping, snoozing or napping, too many
storybooks mean they have to stop what they are doing, that is,
sleeping, and get up and be part of a story. Every story. Well, the bears
have had enough. They are going on strike. This hilarious book looks at
some alternatives for all the parts bears play in stories. But what sort of
animal could be... just right?
2017 9781742991832 Koalas eat gum leaves. That is most koalas. One koala has had enough
and discovers ice cream. Will he be happy now?

Burrows, Fiona
Violet & nothing
Campisi, Stephanie & Mengert, Hollie (ill)
Luis and Tabitha

Fremantle Press

Canby, Kelly
Rodney
Carnavas, Peter
Quiet girl, A

Fremantle Press

6098

Carter, Lou & Dyson, Nikki (ill)
Oscar the hungry unicorn

Hachette Children's
Books

6370

Carthew, Mark & Prescott, Simon (ill)
Marvin and Marigold: A stormy night

New Frontier
Publishing

2018 9781925594225 On a wild and stormy night Marvin and Marigold are scared. The wind
rattled windows, whistled and whirled as lightning bolts cracked and
thunderclaps swirled. Will they make it through the night?

587883

Caswell, Deanna
Baby koalas

World Book

587884

Caswell, Deanna
Dirt bikes

World Book

2019 9780716634416 Have you ever wondered how a baby koala learns to look after itself?
Learn what it needs to eat, how it moves and when it will leave its
mother.
2018 9780716693031 Rev up your engines, we're going to take you for a ride. Get to know
what's under the hood of your favourite vehicles. You're in the drivers
seat!

587125

6501
614628
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2019 9781925591552 Violet is a little girl with big ideas. She is always thinking. One day,
Violet starts thinking about nothing...
2018 9781641700405 Luis is an alley cat who has everything figured out, until he meets
Tabitha, a beautiful indoor cat. Separated by a tragic glass door, Luis
will do anything to be with Tabitha-even brave the dangers of a fire.

Familius

University of
Queensland Press

2019 9781925815320 All Rodney ever wanted, all he had ever dreamed about, was to know a
life among the treetops.
2019 9780702260025 Mary is a quiet little girl who lives with an active family. They make so
much noise that they hardly notice her - or anything else around
them...until, in her own gentle way, Mary opens their eyes and ears to
what they've been missing.
2018 9781408355756 Oscar the Unicorn has eaten his stable so he needs to find somewhere
else to live. Not easy if you're a unicorn who eats everything in sight. No
one wants him around: not the pirates or the fairies or the dragons. Will
Oscar ever find a place to call home? Well, it just so happens that
Princess Oola has been searching for a unicorn forever.
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587898

Cheng, Christopher & Whatley, Bruce (ill)
One tree

Penguin Books
Australia

580942

Chisholm, Alastair & Tuya, Jez (ill)
Prince and the witch and the thief and the
bears, The

Walker Books

Clayton, Coo & Soye, Alison (ill)
Maggie's monsters

Black & White
Publishing

580033

Collin, Chris & Kitchin, Megan (ill)
Funky chicken: Mission incrocible

Funkybooks

642801

Conley, Vikki & Pratley, Penelope
Ella & Mrs Gooseberry: Discovering what
love looks like

EK Books

Connelly, Nicola & White, Annie (ill)
Is it the way you giggle?
Cooley Peterson, Megan
World soccer records

New Frontier
Publishing
World Book

Coombes, Debbie
Going to the footy
Cosgrove, Matt
Macca's Christmas crackers

Magabala Books

6168

21177
587885
639794
33257

8/23/19 6:09 AM

Koala Books

Year

ISBN

Annotations

2019 9780143786733 One tall tree on the mountain once marked Grandfather's farm. Now
there is a busy city and Grandfather lives with us in our apartment.
Once he told stories but now he stays silent. Until one day, in the city
market, I find something precious ...something that brings Grandfather's
memories alive again.
2018 9781406365139 When it's time for Jamie's bedtime story, his Dad begins to tell an ageold fairy tale about a prince in a faraway land full of dragons, wolves and
princesses in distress. But inquisitive Jamie can't help but add to his
dad's story, and the prince is soon joined by an evil-eyed witch who
turns people to jelly, a broccoli-wielding ninja frog and a jewel-thief, lock
picking princess. It may not be the story Dad set out to tell, but together,
he and Jamie create something much more energetic and hilarious than
they could have alone.
2018 9781785301773 Maggie loves monsters, but she is bored of her toy monsters and would
much prefer a real one to play with. Perhaps on her trip around Scotland
she'll find one! Using her trusty binoculars, Maggie discovers an
abundance of Scottish wildlife. A highland coo, a grey seal and even a
golden eagle, but they are not the monster she's searching for.
Eventually Maggie spots the perfect monsters to play with, but it's not
quite what she expected!
2018 9780994284655 What news has our friend Funky Chook in a flap? And why have his
friends interrupted his nap? Strap yourself in for a tropical trek through
the great Aussie outback. Join Funky Chicken with friends, old and new,
in their wildest ride yet, out beyond Humpty Doo!
2019 9781925335255 Grumpy old Mrs Gooseberry from next door has lost her love. 'I didn't
know you could lose love,' says Ella, her young neighbour. So she
begins her quest to find out what love looks like and how she can help
Mrs Gooseberry to rediscover it.
2018 9781925594102 Everyone is special in some way. It might be how we giggle or how we
wiggle or tell jokes.
2018 9780716693468 Explore the exciting world of soccer in this series of books. Learn the
rules, who are the famous players and which is the best team. Get
ready to get in on the action.
2019 9781925936964 Yay! The footy's on. How will you get there? On a bus? In a boat? On a
plane?
2018 9781742998824 Christmas is here! Christmas is Macca's favourite time of year. He loves
thinking up amazing presents for his friends. But when he looks in his
piggy bank, he finds he has no money! Macca and his best friend Al
have to come up with a plan to make the best Christmas surprise for all
their friends, and in doing so, discover the true spirit of giving.
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6788

Cosgrove, Matt
Stack of alpacas, A

Scholastic Australia

6114

Cossins, Jennifer
101 collective nouns

Lothian Books

Cossins, Jennifer
Ultimate animal counting book, The

Lothian Books

Cowan, Laura & Pang, Bonnie (ill)
Usborne book of night time, The

Usborne Publishing
Ltd

2018 9781474936606 At night when you are fast asleep and dreaming, another world
awakens, the world of night. Night in a desert, night in a forest, night in
space, there are many night-time worlds for you to explore.

637586

Cowley, Joy & Andrews, Kimberly (ill)
Song of the river

Gecko Press

2019 9781776572533 Cam the mountain boy follows the river from its trickling source in the
snow all the way to the sea. The river leads him through forest, farms
and towns to the salty wind of the sea. The dramatic landscapes are
packed with detail to discover in the world of the river.

587860

Crabb, Jocelyn & Snell, Danny (ill)
Ozzie goes to school

Working Title Press

2019 9781921504907 Ozzie isn't afraid of much. Not the cool dark of the container when the
door is closed at night. Not snakes. Not even of the crocodiles that he
and his dad watch out for on the beach during the day. But there is
something Ozzie is afraid of...starting school!

623326

Crumble, P. & Gifford, Lucinda (ill)
Cat wants custard, The
Daddo, Andrew & Bentley, Jonathan (ill)
Old friends, new friends
Darlison, Aleesah & Middleton, Emma (ill)
Dream bird, The

Scholastic Australia

2016 9781760155780 Meet Kevin, the opinionated feline who is full of cat-titude. Kevin has a
craving. He wants custard, and he wants it NOW!
2018 9780733338137 A brand-new school year! I can't wait! Hang on, none of my old friends
are in my new class!
2018 9781925563337 George is a day child. He rollicks and romps in the light. But at night,
George just can't seem to get to sleep. That is, until Gran tells him a
bedtime story about a magical bird who sings children to sleep. Will the
Dream bird's magic work on George?

613986

6294

6353
6192
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ABC Books
Wombat Books

2019 9781742998848 Smashing and splashing! Jumping and thumping! Fighting and biting!
Macca is looking after his nieces and nephew and they are nothing but
trouble! How will Uncle Macca tame this unruly trio?
2018 9780734417978 A tribe of kiwis? A smack of jellyfish? A wisdom of wombats?
Come along an illustrated journey through the animal kingdom with
Tasmanian artist Jennifer Cossins. Featuring 101 full-colour animal
illustrations, each with its very own collective noun, as well as a brief
history of collective nouns, this book will delight children and adults
alike.
2019 9780734418852 Can you count one blue whale? Probably. How about 16 lions? Or 44
penguins? Or 100 fairy flies? Join us on an expedition through the
animal kingdom, counting one to 100 and collecting fascinating animal
facts along the way. Discover the colour of a zebra's skin under its
stripes, how a tapir uses its nose as a snorkel when it swims, and that
cranes are famous for their dancing!
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Darlison, Aleesah & O'Gara, Kelly (ill)
Daddy shop, The

Wombat Books

2018 9781925563511 Hey, kids. Are you looking for a new daddy? Well, look no further. At the
Daddy Shop, we have daddies to suit every occasion. Check out our
daddies today! The Father and Son Picnic is coming up, but Daddy can't
go with Tai because he's working. When Tai hears about the The Daddy
Shop, he takes matters into his own paws and tries out some new
daddies. Around-The-House Daddy does all the chores and Out-AndAbout Daddy plays all day long. But which daddy will be the best one for
Tai? A big-hearted tale that celebrates daddies everywhere.

613989

deGennaro, Sue
We're stuck!

Scholastic Australia

2019 9781760663476 When Turtle races into the lift of Building 24, there is a nod and a blink
and a step to the side. A grunt and a sigh and a lean to the right. But
what happens when the lift stops moving? Crocodile has a meeting to
get to. And Giraffe has a doctors appointment. And Turtle really, really
needs to get to the shop.

587801

DiCamillo, Kate & Bliss, Harry (ill)
Good Rosie

Candlewick Press

2018 9780763689797 Rosie is a good dog and a faithful companion to her owner, George.
She likes taking walks with George and looking at the clouds together,
but the closest she comes to another dog is when she encounters her
reflection in her empty dog bowl, and sometimes that makes Rosie feel
lonely. One day George takes Rosie to the dog park, but the park is full
of dogs that Rosie doesn't know, which makes her feel lonelier than
ever. When big, loud Maurice and small, yippy Fifi bound over and want
to play, Rosie's not sure how to respond. Is there a trick to making
friends? And if so, can they all figure it out together?

580945

Dockrill, Laura & Karipidou, Maria (ill)
Angry cookie

Walker Books

2018 9781406383089 Cookie has woken up on the wrong side of the bed and is very angry.
You want to know why? Well, you'd have to keep reading to find out, but
now Cookie's calling you annoying and telling you to mind your own
business. If by chance you do stick around, you might hear about a
certain roommate's terrible musical skills, why you should never let your
barber try out a "new look," how it's impossible to find a hat that fits a
cookie, and why an ice-cream parlor that's out of your favorite treat can
be a source of desolation. Then there's the matter of a hungry bird who
tries to snack on you... Propelled by quirky humor and woes that every
young child can relate to, Angry Cookie suggests that sometimes the
best way to cheer up a grumpy lump is simply by being there -- and
lending your ears.

641375

Donaghey, Georgie & Finn, Ann-Marie (ill)
Lulu

Wombat Books

2017 9781925563078 Lulu's life was quite cosy and nice, with mountain of fish and even more
ice. But something was missing, something wasn't quite right. She
dreamed of the stage, she yearned for the lights.
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612687

Donaghey, Georgie and Middleton, Emma
(ill)
Clover's big ideas

Little Pink Dog Books 2017 9780994626967 Being the smallest in the paddock isn't easy. Clover is always being
teased. When three naughty lambs go too far, Clover and her big ideas
step in. Discover how Clover shows being little makes her more
determined and clever than they could ever imagine.

574292

Donaldson, Julia & George, Karen (ill)
Freddie and the fairy

MacMillan

588194

Donaldson, Julia & King-Chai, Sharon (ill)
Animalphabet

Pan MacMillan

623312

Donaldson, Julia & Rayner, Catherine (ill)
Go-away bird, The

MacMillan

2019 9781509843589 One by one, the other birds fly into her tree, wanting to talk or to play,
but the Go-Away bird just shakes her head and sends them all away.
But then the dangerous Get-You bird comes along, and she soon
realizes that she might need some friends after all...

588198

Donaldson, Julia & Roberts, David (ill)
Troll, The

Pan MacMillan

2019 9781509892426 The troll longs for a goat supper, but he's stuck with boring fish.
Meanwhile, Hank Chief and his pirate crew love fish, but they can't
cook. Might a chance meeting save everyone's dreadful dinners?

45485

Donaldson, Julia & Roberts, David (ill)
Tyrannosaurus Drip

MacMillan

6380

Dumbleton, Mike & Perrini, Angela (ill)
Santa's high-tech Christmas

New Frontier
Publishing

578090

Flynn, Rachel & Ainslie, Tamsin (ill)
Collecting sunshine

Penguin Random
House Australia

2019 9781509892433 Who ever heard of a vegetarian T-rex? This little dinosaur is in the
wrong nest. He may look small and weedy, but don't be fooled by his
size - Tyrannosaurus Drip is brave, and very clever!
2018 9781925594270 Santa has discovered high-tech gear. With his techno-pad, a soft
reclining seat in his sleigh and a rocket pack, he is well prepared to
deliver presents for Christmas Day. But as things start to go wrong,
Santa needs the help of a young girl so that all the presents get
delivered on time.
2018 9780143785187 Mabel and Robert love to collect things on their walks, leaves and
stones and seeds and berries. But when they are caught in the rain and
can't take their collection home they have an even better idea.

637585

Foxlee, Karen & Barrow, Evie (ill)
Horatio Squeak

Walker Books

2019 9781760650476 In a very fine house, on a very grand street lived the tiniest mouse you
could possibly meet. His little green coat was threadbare and patched. If
you looked very close, his socks were mismatched. So, you might not
believe that a mouseling so weak could possibly perform an incredible
feat. But this is the tale of Horatio Squeak.

574300

Francis, Joanna
Lucia and Lawrence

New Frontier
Publishing

2018 9781925594157 Lucia is creative. Lawrence loves numbers. Can they find the middle
ground and stay friends?

8/23/19 6:09 AM

2010 9780330511186 Freddie is delighted when he meets a fairy who offers to grant his every
wish. But Bessie-Belle can't hear very well, and all Freddie's wishes
come out wrong. Whatever can they do?
2018 9781509801633 With eye-catching artwork and an exotic array of animals to marvel
over, this is a gorgeous book to treasure - can you guess who has more
legs than a butterfly? And who is wrinklier than a hedgehog?
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Freedman, Deborah
Carl and the meaning of life

Penguin USA

2019 9780451474988 Carl is an earthworm. He spends his days happily tunneling in the soil
until a field mouse asks him a simple question that stops him short:
"Why?" Carl's quest takes him on an adventure to meet all the animals
of the forest, each of whom seems to know exactly what they were put
on this earth to do, unlike the curious Carl. But it's not until the world
around him has changed that Carl begins to realise everyone, no matter
how small, makes a big difference just by being themselves.

French, Jackie & Whatley, Bruce (ill)
Dippy's big day out

Angus & Robertson
(HarperCollins)

2019 9781460754061 Dippy is a diprotodon, the BIGGEST, friendliest wombat who lived
100,000 years ago. All Dippy wants is happy friends, a place to sleep
and lots to eat. Who knew that could be such an adventure?
2018 9781760128593 Summertime. Long, lazy days. Fishing. Stargazing. And waiting for
cherries.
2019 9781925335996 Sam doesn't like his new glasses. They make his ears hurt. His parents
say he looks handsome in them. But Sam just wants to look like himself.
His teacher doesn't recognize him; she says he must be a new
superhero. But Sam doesn't want to be a superhero. He just wants to be
himself. At least his best friend George recognizes him and thinks he
looks okay. Sam does everything he can to lose his glasses but they
keep being found. And then things get even worse, and Sam has to
cope with googly-eyed turtles and giant penguins! Eventually, with a bit
of confidence and a lot of humour, Sam finds out that wearing glasses
isn't so bad - and people still like him just the way he is after all.

Gallasch, Carrie & Acton, Sara (ill)
Little Hare Books
Cherries
Gervay, Susanne & Crosby-Fairall, Marjorie EK Books
(ill)
Boy in the big blue glasses, The

578088

Ghosh, Ronojoy
Charlie

Penguin Random
House Australia

587805

Gibson, Carlie & Ainslie, Tamsin (ill)
Sisters Saint-Claire and the royal mouse
ball, The

Allen & Unwin Pty Ltd 2018 9781760523640 Queen Julie S. Cheeser has invited the entire village to her glamorous
Royal Ball, but with nothing to wear, what are the villagers to do?
Luckily, the Sisters Saint-Claire have a thrifty idea, or two!

628140

Gifford, Lucinda
Duck duck moose

Allen & Unwin Pty Ltd 2019 9781760634704 Duck duck...moose? A hilarious and heart-warming story about finding
friends in unexpected places.

593295

Godwin, Jane & Orpin, Beci & Walker, Hilary Scribble Press
Watch this!

8/23/19 6:09 AM

2018 9780143785026 Charlie's a very clever lion. He loves art, fancy restaurants and
travelling. Or at least, he thinks he would. It's hard to tell, since he's
stuck in a zoo. If Charlie is ever going to explore the world, he'll need a
cunning disguise.

2018 9781925322774 Can you make a circle with your arms? Or a triangle with your fingers?
If we work together, we can make a rectangle, or even a pyramid. We
can make lots and lots of shapes- just watch this!
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Author/Title
Godwin, Jane & Reiseger, Jane (ill)
Red house, blue house, green house, tree
house!
Godwin, Jane & Yi, A. (ill)
Ivanhoe Swift left home at six
Gould, Sally & Hulme, Celeste (ill)
Brave knight, The
Gravas, Mark
Noodle bear

14942

Gray, Kes & Field, Jim (ill)
Oi Cat!

13340

Gray, Kes & Field, Jim (ill)
Oi Duck-billed Platypus

581524

6196

Greenberg, Nicki
Morris the mole

Publisher

Year

Annotations

2018 9781925584691 Red house, blue house, green house tree house! See the tiny mouse in
her little brown house? A fresh and fun rythmic exploration of colour for
younger readers.
Allen & Unwin Pty Ltd 2019 9781760631864 Ivanhoe Swift left home when he was six. He had heard many songs
about the world, and it was time to see it for himself.
New Frontier
2018 9781925594119 Determined to protect his castle, a little boy stands guard against enemy
Publishing
knights.
Walker Books
2019 9781760651022 Noodle Bear is crazy about noodles. His best friend, Fox, brings him
other delicious treats when he's a no-show at her party but he's so
noodle obsessed that doesn't he notice them. And when he's run out of
noodles, his only thought is to go to the big city and become a
contestant on the TV game show, "Noodle Knockout". Of course, he
becomes a surprise star with more noodles than he can eat. But no
amount of noodles and fame can fill the empty space where home and
friends should be.
Hodder Children's
2017 9781444932522 According to Frog, cats sit on gnats, dogs sit on logs, raccoons sit on
Books (Australia)
macaroons, armadillos sit on pillows and chicks sit on bricks. But wait!
Cat doesn't like sitting on gnats, they keep biting his bottom! Will Frog
and Dog help him change the rules?
Hachette Children's
2018 9781444937329 Oi! Where are duck-billed platypuses meant to sit? And Kookaburras
Books
and hippopotamuses and all the other animals with impossible to rhyme
with names? Over to you Frog!
Allen & Unwin Pty Ltd 2018 9781760630829 Down and be digging! Into the dirt! Beetles for breakfast and worms for
dessert! With a twirl of his spade and a twitch of his nose, Morris makes
tunnels wherever he goes. How much mayhem can one mole make?
Dive in with the ever-exuberant Morris and find out!

Greer, Catherine & Magisson, Helene (ill)
Jacaranda snow

Wombat Books

617011

Griffiths, Alex. G.
Bug collector, The

New Frontier
Publishing

593322

Guest, Patrick & Eckstrom, Nathaniel (ill)
Dress-up box, The

Little Hare Books

593307

Guest, Patrick & Jellett, Tom (ill)
Rabby the brave

Little Hare Books

8/23/19 6:09 AM

ISBN

Affirm Press

2018 9781925563283 Jess and Gran have always made the best of everything. When there's
not much for dinner, they cook oodles of noodles. When there's no cake
for birthdays, they toast marshmallows on the stove.When it snows in
the mountains, Jess longs to go. But there's no extra money for a
holiday this year. So Jess finds a way to see the most amazing snow of
all.
2019 9781925594539 George loves bugs. Small ones, leggy ones, ones that glow. So he
decides to become the world's best bug collector. But fabulous
creatures aren't meant for life in a bottle.
2018 9781760124922 The Frolleys have to move from their beloved house at 32 Sunshine
Avenue to a place with dripping taps, stinky carpets and ants. But they
have brought something with them that can turn any house into a home.
2018 9781760127534 Leon and Lily do everything with their best pals Rabby and Snuggles,
until one night the unimaginable happens and Snuggles is left outside.
Faced with sadness, the others must find a way to save Snuggles from
a frightful end.
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617342

Harris, Chloe Jasmine
Maple the Brave

Walker Books

628191

Harris, Robie, H. & Chatterton, Chris (ill)
Now what?: A math tale

Candlewick Press

Harrison, Penny & Forward, Megan
Emily Green's garden

New Frontier
Publishing

2018 9781925594249 Emily Green lives in a perfectly lovely house, in a perfectly lovely street
where people are always busy and bustling, hurried and hustling. One
day Emily Green decides she wants to bring the outside into her home.
She catches a glimpse of something green on the pavement, and visits
the library to learn more about plants. Soon she has created something
magical. She just needs to share it with others.

638732

Hawkins, Tracey & Tortop, Anil (ill)
Leaping Lola

New Frontier
Publishing

623834

Haynes, Wendy & Curzon, Brett (ill)
Hayden's bedtime

Inprint Publishing

2019 9781925594591 Lola loves to dance. She flounces and bounces all day long, practising
for the Black and White Ball. But she is a brown Jersey cow, not a
black-and-white cow. Can she disguise herself and have a spin on the
dance floor?
2019 9780987643506 Discover with Hayden what's behind the door, under the bed, inside the
cupboard, and in the drawer as his father tries to get him to sleep.

587129

Herz, Henry & Hoopes, Natalie (ill)
Alice's magic garden

Familius

2018 9781641700320 From the relentless clocks to the beastly students, Alice's world is void
of colour and cheer--until she finds a secret garden and begins tending
its wilting inhabitants. When Alice's love touches an ordinary caterpillar,
a lorry bird, and a white rabbit, magical things will happen--and that, as
you know, is just the beginning of the story. Filled with literary allusions
and clever nods to its classic roots, Alice's Magic Garden is a delightful
prequel that begs an escape to the whimsy of Wonderland.

6329

Hesselberth, Joyce
Mapping Sam

HarperCollins
Australia

2018 9780062741226 As Sam follows her customary path, wandering farther and farther away
from home, readers encounter different kinds of maps illuminating
different points of view and the various spots Sam visits. Finally, when
Sam reaches her favorite place and confirms that all is well, she heads
back home, climbs onto a cozy bed, and falls asleep.

6335

Hibbert, Kelly & deGennaro, Sue (ill)
Sebastian and the special stack of stories

Angus & Robertson
(HarperCollins)

2018 9781460753460 Sebastian trots off at a slow, steady speed with a bundle of books he'd
love someone to read. Where can you find the best spot to hear a story
when you're the smallest and slowest one in a big family? Sebastian
knows.

6379

8/23/19 6:09 AM

2019 9781925381924 Maple lived deep in the forest, in a treehouse, nestled high above the
ground. No one knew how she got there or where she came from, but
nevertheless, there she was.
2019 9780763678289 Puppy wants to build a bed out of blocks, one that is wide enough and
long enough for a snooze. But there aren't enough rectangles, squares,
and triangles. NOW WHAT? Build, measure, count, compare! Follow
along as Puppy tries again and again and again and finally figures out
how blocks of different shapes and sizes can fit together to build a bed
that's just the right size for a nap.
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Hilton, Nette & Gifford, Lucinda (ill)
Walker Books
First adventures of Princess Peony, The: In
which she could meet a bear. But doesn't.
But she still could
Howard, Martin & Janes, Andy (ill)
Tales from Mossy Bottom Farm series

2018 9781760650445 Once upon a time there was a dear little girl called Peony. That's
P.E.O.N.Y. And it's me. I live in a Castle with my Dragon whose name is
Totts. That's T.O.T.T.S And that makes me a Princess if you really want
to know.
Any two titles read from this series can be included as official Challenge
books; up to five more titles can be included as your personal choice
books. To see the individual book titles and their PRC ID numbers, go to
the Series lists on the Booklists page on the website. Or, you can
search for a series name or the individual titles by using the Search
function on the top left hand corner of the screen.

593298

Howarth, Kylie
Chip the lifeguard

587799

Hughes, Dave & Ife, Holly & Bunting, Philip Scholastic Australia
(ill)
Excuse me, Santa!

2019 9781760682316 Chip is back! His mission: to become a lifeguard! But his dreams soon
go soggy when he's chased off the beach. So Chip and his friends
fashion a plan to sneak him in to the surf club. Will their stunt earn Chip
a place between the red-and-yellow flags?
2018 9781742997896 Martha May has marvellous manners, especially at Christmas. She
writes very neat cards and gives very thoughtful gifts... and she never
forgets to leave yummy snacks for Santa Claus and his reindeer! But
what will happen when Martha May gives Santa a giant pudding?!

641207

Hunt, David & Masciullo, Lucia (ill)
My real friend

ABC Books

593293

Jackson, Linda
Linda Jackson's rainbow menagerie

Scribe Publications

6645

Jenkins, Lynn & Lonergan, Kirrili (ill)
Grey-glasses-itis

EK Books

6068

John, Jory & Smith, Lane (ill)
Giraffe problems

Walker Books

8/23/19 6:09 AM

Little Hare Books

2019 9780733334894 It's not easy being imaginary... Rupert isn't real, but he has a real friend,
William. They both love sport, painting and music and have amazing
adventures together in William's imagination. But why can't they have
the adventures that Rupert wants? And what will happen if William no
longer wants an imaginary friend?
2018 9781925322132 I live in the rainforest. I have a spectacular tail that I raise over my head
when I sing and dance. A kaleidoscopic introduction to native Australian
animals.
2019 9781925335958 Curly Calmster teaches Loppy the LAC to realise that when he feels
'blah', it's because he is seeing the world through grey glasses. When
Loppy changes the colour of his glasses, the colour comes back into his
life and he feels a lot better!
2018 9781406383164 Edward the giraffe can't understand why his neck is as long and bendy
and ridiculous as it is. No other animal has a neck this absurd. He's tried
disguising it, dressing it up, strategically hiding it behind bushes,
anything he can think of. But just when he's exhausted his neck-hiding
options, a turtle ambles in and tries to help him understand that his neck
has a purpose and looks excellent in a bow tie.
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623122

King, Stephen Michael
Rainbow bear

Scholastic Australia

2018 9781742997698 Bear likes to dive into the deep blue ocean, blowing bubbles and turning
somersaults. He wakes with the sun and sleeps by the light of the
moon. He enjoys spending time with his family and his two cheeky polar
bear cubs. One morning, Bear is shocked to discover that his coat has
changed colour. Is Bear dreaming or is there more to discover?

587881

Kingsley Troupe, Thomas
World Book
Medical robots
Knapp, Kate
Angus & Robertson
Learn with Ruby Red Shoes: Alphabet book (HarperCollins)

2018 9780716693314 Robots have been on TV and in movies for years, check out what some
robots are doing now! They can be fun and helpful.
2018 9781460756904 A is for angels, flying above and around. Their softest of wings make
barely a sound. Have fun learning the alphabet with Ruby Red Shoes everyone's favourite hare!
2018 9781460756911 One is for me. I'm one of a kind. I'm separate from you and I know my
own mind. Have fun learning how to count with Ruby Red Shoes everyone's favourite hare!
2019 9781460756935 The jolliest time of my whole day is when I hear it's time to play! As
Ruby shares the fun and busyness of her life, this book looks at key
times in a day and in a subtle way highlights the importance of routine,
and also balance in our lives, including time for meditation and
reflection.
2019 9781460756928 When I feel happy, all the world seems light, like sunshine and daffodils,
all golden and bright. With so much awareness around mindfulness and
mental health in young children, this is the perfect book to start gentle
conversations about why we can feel the way we do, and how some of
our more confronting feelings can be managed.

6355
6361

Knapp, Kate
Angus & Robertson
Learn with Ruby Red Shoes: Counting book (HarperCollins)

7264

Knapp, Kate
World of Ruby Red Shoes, The: A book
about Ruby's day

Angus & Robertson
(HarperCollins)

587911

Knapp, Kate
World of Ruby Red Shoes, The: A book
about Ruby's feelings

Angus & Robertson
(HarperCollins)

593315

Lamington, Merv & Langton, Allison (ill)
Singing seal, The

Affirm Press

Lamont, Priscilla
Hodge Podge Lodge: A rubbish story

New Frontier
Publishing

Lawson, Josh & Knoll-Miller, Shelley (ill)
Shoo Grumpers shoo!

Scholastic Australia

6366

587165

8/23/19 6:09 AM

2018 9781925584868 Meet Florence, a flamboyant fur seal who lives on the steps of the
Sydney Opera House. Unlike the other seals, Florence has plans. Big
plans. She's going to be a world-famous singer. But does Florence have
what it takes to become a real SEALPRANO?
2018 9781912076215 The Pigwigs live happily in Hodge Podge Lodge. One windy morning, all
their rubbish is blown away, causing mishaps with their neighbours.
When the distressed animals bring all the rubbish back to Hodge Podge
Lodge, Little Miss Pigwig has an idea that will help to keep Hodge
Podge Lodge and its surrounding environment tidy.
2018 9781742991955 When you find yourself with a grumper, or two, you need to tell those
grumpers to shoo, for it's grumpers that bring out the grumpy in you. But
how do you dump a bumper of grumpers? That's quite a stumper. So
here is a lesson in just what to do.
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587806

Lester, Alison
Noni the pony rescues a joey

Allen & Unwin Pty Ltd 2019 9781534443709 Noni the Pony and her friends Dave Dog and Coco the Cat are headed
out to spend the day roaming the hills near Waratah Bay. But then they
meet a lost wallaby joey who needs help finding his family. So Noni,
Dave, and Coco ask all of their animal friends, from koala to wombat to
possum, if anyone has seen the wallaby family. Will they be able to help
their new friend find his way home?

593313

Lester, Alison
Tricky's bad day

Affirm Press

2018 9781925712513 Poor Tricky! Nothing is going right for him. Milk spills, buttons won't
work, his little sister wrecks their game, and when he tries to help out,
everything gets worse. Then Dad has an idea. Outside it's wild, but
there's a lot to explore.
Any two titles read from this series can be included as official Challenge
books; up to five more titles can be included as your personal choice
books. To see the individual book titles and their PRC ID numbers, go to
the Series lists on the Booklists page on the website. Or, you can
search for a series name or the individual titles by using the Search
function on the top left hand corner of the screen.

Macdonald, Beth & Macdonald, Paul &
Eckstrom, Nathaniel (ill)
Hole idea, The
MacDonald, Norma
Lucky and Spike
Manbulloo, Karen
Moli det bigibigi (Molly the pig)

Book Trail Press

2019 9780648498902 Finnian Jones lived in a house brimming with books. One morning,
Finnian woke up eager to create a story of his own...

Magabala Books

2019 9781921248177 Spinifex hopping mice, Lucky and Spike, dodge a greedy cat and a
hungry owl in this risky night-time adventure!
2018 9780648260424 Written in Kriol and English, this is the story of Molly, a little pig who is
rescued from the bush. She's taken back to the community where she
finds a happy home. Happy that is apart from the local dogs who keep
chasing and frightening her. Moli is greatly loved in her community but
what she loves most is Weet Bix. She loves it so much that it's not too
long before little Moli is a very big pig indeed. So big, she now chases
and frightens the local dogs. All in good fun, of course.

638747

Masson, Sophie & Howe, Simon (ill)
On my way

Scholastic Australia

580939

Matthews, Penny & Anelli, Liz (ill)
Maddie's first day

Walker Books

Lowe, Kirrily & Smith, Henry (ill)
The invisible tree series

628135
6793
7045

8/23/19 6:09 AM

Indigenous Literacy
Foundation

2019 9781742994093 On my way to school, Mumma, guess what I saw? A pig chasing a wig!
A goat rowing a boat! A delightful story about all the extraordinary things
you can see on your travels.
2018 9781925381351 It is Maddie's first day of school and she has everything ready - her
uniform, shoes, socks and hat. But there is one special thing that
Maddie can't leave behind - her blanky!
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McCartney, Tania
Mamie

Publisher

Year

Angus & Robertson
(HarperCollins)

McCartney, Tania & Snerling, Tina (ill)
Twelve Months in the Life of Kids series
NEW 2019

ISBN

Annotations

2018 9781460755860 In a land far away, where fairies, pixies and elves live deep in the
woods, a baby girl is born. Her parents call her Mamie. Mamie loves to
sing and dance and paint with her magical woodland friends. Her days
are like a fairy tale. But when Mamie's family move to Australia, she
misses green fields drenched with rain. The hot skies and dusty plains
of her new home turn Mamie's world upside down. Will she ever find
new fairy friends in this strange and beautiful land?

Beautiful picture books that follow the lives of kids from different
countries, sharing what they do every month in a calendar year: kids at
play, at school, at home, and enjoying the sights and sites of their
nation.
2018 9781925594201 Farmer Rochelle owns a cow that says moo moo, a sheep that says baa
baa, a chicken that says chick chick and a horse that says, chick chick!
What on earth could be wrong with Farmer Rochelle's horse?

587622

McDonald, Fleur & White, Annie (ill)
What should a horse say?

New Frontier
Publishing

643128

McGeachin, Jess
Fly

Penguin Random
House Australia

603347

McGrath, Jennifer & Bisaillon, Josee (ill)
Snow knows, The
McGregor, Anna
Colouroos

Nimbus Publishing
LTD
Lothian Books

587892

McInerney, Amelia & Brecon, Connah (ill)
Book chook, The

Omnibus Books

582933

McKellar, Danica & Padron, Alicia (ill)
Goodnight, numbers
McKelvey, Katrina & Lonergan, Kirrili (ill)
Up to something

Penguin Random
House Australia
EK Books

2017 9781101933787 Numbers are all around us. Snuggle up and see!

McKenzie, Heath
How to build the perfect cubby house

Scholastic Australia

2019 9781760152673 Ollie is building the perfect cubby house. Everyone has some great
ideas, and pretty soon, the whole family is involved.

613984

616976

620080

8/23/19 6:09 AM

2019 9781760892562 Lucy had always been good at fixing things, and Dad needed a bit of
help. It was just the two of them after all. So when Lucy finds a bird with
a broken wing, she's sure she can fix him too. But not everything that's
broken can be fixed.
2019 9781771084413 In the winter woods, the snow knows where everyone goes.
2019 9780734418838 When three different mobs of kangaroos come to the waterhole, they
aren't sure what to make of each other. But they soon discover that
they're more alike than they thought.
2019 9781742994987 Have you ever noticed that in many books animals talk and have
human-ish looks? When Ray realises he is a drawing of a chicken he
panics! Can he hatch a plan to get out of the book and be a real chook?
Luckily, his plucky, clucky friend Janine is there to help.

2019 9781925335705 All his life Billy knows something magical happens in Dad's shed. Finally
he has been invited in and together they are going to do a project, at
least that's what he thinks. Billy soon discovers he is an assistant,
sweeping and carrying, how will dad ever see his great talents. Will dad
ever learn what they are capable of if only they work together?
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McKenzie, Heath
Now that's a hat

9823

McKinlay, Meg & Rudge, Leila (ill)
Let me sleep, sheep!

587896

McKinnon, Heidi
Baz & Benz
McLeod, Jodie & Short, Eloise (ill)
Leonard the lyrebird

625010

Publisher

Year

ISBN

Annotations

Scholastic Australia

2019 9781760664022 That hat is too BIG! That hat is too SMALL! That hat is too SHORT!
That hat is too TALL! That one's too CRAZY! And that one might BITE!
How hard can it be to find a hat that's JUST RIGHT?!
Walker Books
2019 9781925381887 When Amos starts counting sheep, there's one thing he doesn't quite
count on...How he's supposed to sleep when the sheep land in his
bedroom?
Allen & Unwin Pty Ltd 2019 9781760523688 What do you do when your best friend is...kind of annoying?
King Street Press

2018 9780994450753 Leonard is friends with everyone - and boy can he sing! But will his
singing talents impress the one friend he really wants? In a story about
friendship, bravery and being yourself, join this charismatic bird as he
searches for the song that will change his life.

Miles, David & Barghigiani, Anita (ill)
Allegro: a magical journey through 11
musical masterpieces

Familius

2018 9781641700382 Classical music comes to life like never before in this magical journey
through 11 timeless compositions. Meet Allegro, an ordinary boy who
can't stand practicing the piano. Those black dots on the page drive him
crazy - until the music itself whisks him away on a breathtaking journey.

Morgan, Sally & Kwaymullina, Ezekiel &
Leffler, Dub (ill)
Frog finds a place

Omnibus Books

2015 9781742990231 Ever since moonlight shone down on him in his pond, Frog has wanted
to live up with the Moon and the stars. He works hard to get there, but
although he tries and tries, it's a long way for a little frog.

628163

Murray, Kirsty & Blair, Karen (ill)
When Billy was a dog

Allen & Unwin Pty Ltd 2019 9781760631826 'Can I please, please, please have a dog?' asked Billy.
'Would you walk it every day and wash it if it got dirty?'
'I would, I promise!' said Billy.
Billy wants a dog. He really really really wants one. Billy's parents aren't
so sure. So one morning, Billy takes matters into his own paws.

596838

Ng, Sher Rill
Our little inventor

Allen & Unwin Pty Ltd 2019 9781760523565 Far from Nell's home in the countryside, the Big city is growing more
polluted every day - and Nell has a brilliant mind and an ingenious
invention. She sets off on the long journey, only to find that the problem
is far worse than she'd imagined. But Nell is determined to succeed.

587880

Noll, Elizabeth
German shepherds

World Book

125602

22140

8/23/19 6:09 AM

2018 9780716693253 Learn all about man's best friend before bringing one home. Discover
how much they eat and how much they bark! Which dog will be best for
you?
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Oxley, Jennifer & Aronson, Billy
Eid al-Adha adventure, The: Peg + Cat

Candlewick Press

2018 9780763699321 It's Eid al-Adha, a very special holiday for Yasmina and Amir, who invite
their friends Peg and Cat to check it out. After they all rock out with
some singing, it's time to head to the celebration, where there's so much
food waiting! Amir explains that an important part of celebrating Eid alAdha is dividing the meat into three equal parts, one third to be shared
with someone who has less. But with all three bowls of meatballs
holding different amounts, they've got a big problem! Thanks to a
balancing scale, a trip to a soup kitchen, and an unexpected visit to a
housebound neighbour, Peg and Cat learn all about the concept of
taking from where there's more and giving to where there's less. Even
Cat discovers how awesome giving can be. Eid Mubarak!

587861

Parker, Aura
Cocoon

Scholastic Australia

2019 9781742765129 Dawn and her best friends have a plan! They are going to eat as many
leaves as they can, weave cocoons and turn into moths so they can fly.
Easy peasy, right? But what happens when days go by and Dawn still
doesn't have her wings? What if she doesn't grow them at all? Will
Dawn ever get to chase the lights with her friends?

617340

Pashley, Sue-Ellen & Baker, Thea (ill)
Jacket, The
Patterson, Dannika & Forward, Megan (ill)
Jacaranda magic

Walker Books

588197

Pesenti, Antonia
Rhyme cordial

Scribble Press

587887

Poray Goddu, Krystyna
World Book
Major organs
Poshoglian, Yvette & McDonald, Danielle (ill)
Ella and Olivia series NEW 2019

636642

Powell, Dimity & Plant, Andrew (ill)
Pippa
Pratley, Andrew & McMullan, Angel (ill)
Empty

574283

6649

8/23/19 6:09 AM

2019 9781925381788 The jacket was no ordinary jacket. Amelia wore it everywhere... until
one day...
Ford Street Publishing 2018 9781925804010 Five friends are feeling bored on a hot sticky day. Just when they think
they'll never find anything fun to play, a simple gust of wind changes
everything.
2018 9781925322149 From Alarm Croc to Cheepy Head, you'll enjoy Rhyme Cordial all day
long! A fun, new take on wordplay, open the pages to reveal
unexpected rhymes and bold, bright illustrations.
2019 9780716634348 Your body is amazing. Learn about all the body parts that keep it
working and discover a few gross facts too.
Any two titles read from this series can be included as official Challenge
books; up to five more titles can be included as your personal choice
books. To see the individual book titles and their PRC ID numbers, go to
the Series lists on the Booklists page on the website. Or, you can
search for a series name or the individual titles by using the Search
function on the top left hand corner of the screen.

Ford Street Publishing 2019 9781925804270 Pippa thinks she's ready for a blue-sky adventure. But it's a big wild
world out there. Can she make it safely home on her own?
Little Steps Publishing 2019 9781925117783 A little girl finds she has an emptiness. She embarks on a journey of
friendship, music and giving, and along the way she finds her own joyful
fulfilment.
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Prior, Natalie Jane & King, Stephen Michael Scholastic Australia
(ill)
Wandering star
Prior, Natalie Jane & Orsini, Cheryl (ill)
Magic bookshop, The

2019 9781760663339 I have a horse, a beautiful horse, and her name is Wandering Star. We
roam wild and free, from the hills to the sea, and it's magic wherever we
are. Follow this truly enchanting story of discovery, adventure and
wonderful friends.
ABC Books
2018 9780733338328 Anything can happen in the magic bookshop. On rainy afternoons, when
it's too wet to play outside after school, Ben goes to his grandfather's
bookshop. But with secret doors and passages, and tigers under the
floorboards, there's much more going on than Ben could ever have
imagined.
Allen & Unwin Pty Ltd 2019 9781760524449 Jack Rabbit loved Rabbit Island. He loved his friends and family and all
the little rabbits. He loved being the best at hopping and chomping and
(nearly the best) at zigzagging. But Jack Rabbit was restless. So when
his cousin Roo invites him to Big Island, he's very excited - and a little
bit scared. Can he overcome all the challenges and get to Big Island
and become the best Rabbit he can be?

628164

Rance, Alex & McG, Shane (ill)
Rabbit's hop

587751

Riddle, Tohby
Here comes stinkbug

Allen & Unwin Pty Ltd 2018 9781760523527 Stinkbug can really stink. But when it starts bugging his friends,
Stinkbug wonders if it's time to stop doing what stink bugs do best.

596832

Robbins, Rose
Me and my sister

Allen & Unwin Pty Ltd 2019 9781760524456 My sister and I love to spend our days together, eating meals, going to
school and playing. But life with an autistic sibling is not always easy.

Roe, Katrina & Magisson, Helene (ill)
Lily's balloon
Russell, Paul & Aska (ill)
Incurable imagination, The

Wombat Books

610432

Sampson, Juliet. M & Erasmus, Karen (ill)
Grace's mystery seed

580943

Sanna, Francesca
Me and my fear

Ford Street Publishing 2019 9781925804218 'Polly likes these stripy seeds,' Grace said. 'What are they from?'
'Let's find out,' said Mrs Marino.
Grace and her neighbour plant a mystery seed. They wait and wait for
ages. Then a little green shoot starts to grow...and grow...and
grow...until, at last, Grace discovers the truth about her amazing
mystery seed.
Flying Eye Books
2018 9781911171539 When a young girl has to move countries and start at a new school, her
fear tells her to be alone and afraid. How can she hope to make friends
if she doesn't understand anyone? Surely no one else feels the same
way?

6187
593318
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EK Books

2018 9781925563399 When Lily finds a beautiful, big, shiny balloon she wants to keep it
forever. But what if somebody else needs it more?
2019 9781925335972 Audrey has the worst case of imagination her teachers have ever seen.
While other children paint their families, Audrey paints the ogre who
lives under bed drinking tea. What's worse, her condition is contagious
and soon the other kids in her class start showing symptoms that
appear equally incurable. As the dreaded imagination spreads, the
teachers are horrified and the parents begin to protest too. But perhaps
it isn't such a bad disease to have after all?
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Author/Title
Saxby, Claire & Jackson, Mark & Potter,
Heather (ill)
Anzac billy, The

Publisher
Walker Books

Year

ISBN

Scheidt, Dave & Howard, Tini (ill)
Trolls graphic novel series NEW 2019

7270

Annotations

2019 9781925126815 I'm filling our Anzac billy. It's full of Dad's favourite things. A billy cannot
be posted, delivered on a bike or sent in a car, truck or train. It has to be
loaded on a ship with all those Anzac billies for all the soldiers.
Any two titles read from this series can be included as official Challenge
books; up to five more titles can be included as your personal choice
books. To see the individual book titles and their PRC ID numbers, go to
the Series lists on the Booklists page, on the website. Or, you can
search for a series name or the individual titles by using the Search
function on the top left hand corner of the screen.

Shanks, Matt
Queen Celine
Shurety, Wenda & Erasmus, Karen (ill)
Eva's imagination

Walker Books

2019 9781760650346 Every now and then, Celine was a queen of a kingdom by the sea.

New Frontier
Publishing

587858

Sillett, Devon & Johnston, Nicky (ill)
Saying goodbye to Barkley

EK Books

628172

Solotareff, Gregoire
Wolfy

Gecko Press

638743

Spasevski, Lana & Pratley, Penelope (ill)
Max's dinosaur feet!

New Frontier
Publishing

628138

St John Thomas, Gareth & Rowe, Colin (ill) EK Books
Grandpa's noises

596844

Stanton, Beck & Stanton, Matt
Book that never ends, The

2018 9781925594232 Eva doesnt know what an imagination is. With the help of her dog,
Chops, Eva goes on a hunt to find it. A delightful story about the power
of imagination.
2019 9781925335965 Olivia and her dog Barkley are inseparable. He's her sidekick, her
partner in crime fighting- they're the perfect pair. But then, one day,
Barkley isn't there anymore. Can Olivia find a way to get her happiness
back?
2017 9781776571574 Once upon a time there was a rabbit who had never seen a wolf, and a
young wolf who had never seen a rabbit. The pair meet and become
good friends. Tom the rabbit teaches the wolf to play marbles, read,
count and fish. Wolfy teaches Tom to run very, very fast. But eventually
their friendship is tested by the classic game Who's-afraid-of-the-bigbad-wolf? Can the little rabbit and the young wolf remain best friends in
all the world?
2019 9781925594638 Max has dinosaur feet. He must not wake the baby. Stomp! Stamp!
Smash! Oh dear! How can he and his family keep their feet quiet, and
the baby asleep?
2019 9781925335989 Grandpa makes a lot of noises! His back creaks. His knees crack. His
hearing aid squeals. He's always talking to someone about something.
And then there are the sounds that his bottom makes! Join Grandpa on
his daily adventures and see if you can understand what all his noises
mean!
2019 9780733337994 They say all good things come to an end... but don't hold your breath!
You and the kids are about to zigzag your way through this book. Your
choices will take you who-knows-where. There's a legend that some
people once found the end, but we're not convinced. Oh, you think you
can? Well, you're welcome to try.

6387
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Stanton, Beck & Stanton, Matt
Wait!

ABC Books

2018 9780733337970 For the Grown-Ups: 'Wait! Just wait!' You find yourself saying this all the
time, right? Well, we're sorry to say, but you're gonna hate this book!
This book is going to make you wait too. Once you and the kids start
reading it, you can't do anything else until it's finished.

21211

Star, Danielle
Melowy: Dreams come true

Scholastic US

2018 9781338151749 Melowies are small pegasuses born with hidden magic powers.
Somewhere behind the clouds is the Castle of Destiny where Melowies
find friends, learn courage and learn what they are meant to be.

21212

Star, Danielle
Melowy: Song of the moon

Scholastic US

Stickland, Paul
Ten terrible dinosaurs
Tang, Sulan & Yang, Sifan (ill)
Where should Grace the witch live?

MacMillan

2018 9781338151763 The Medowies, young pegasuses, are putting on a school musical. One
Medowy, Selena, doesn't want to participate so her friends try and help
her overcome her nerves.
2018 9781509835522 Ten terrible dinosaurs standing in a line, soon began to mess about until
there were...nine!
2018 9781760360382 On the hillside is a small, beautiful house where Grace the Witch lives.
Anyone who stumbles upon this house would love it, so unsurprisingly,
Ant, Rat, Snake and Frog all want to live there, too. But Grace the Witch
does not like to share her house and wants to live somewhere quiet.
Where should Grace the Witch live?

Tang, Sulan & Zheng, Suming (ill)
Snail's crowded house

Starfish Bay
Publishers

6488
574734

574733

574730
623315
578085
7272

Starfish Bay
Publishers

2018 9781760360399 The rain doesn't worry Snail, because he carries his own little house
with him everywhere he goes. An ant, a rabbit and a little boy came
running through the rain. One after the other they all ask Snail the same
question, "Can I stay in your house until the rain stops?" How will Snail's
shell hold them all?
Tarpley, Todd & Harney, Jenn (ill)
Sterling Publishing Co 2018 9781454923305 The King needs a new knight! But with Sir Simpleton training Sam in all
How to become a knight: In ten easy lessons
the wrong ways, how will he ever master the tricks of the trade?
Teckentrup, Britta
Little tiger press
We are together
The Children of Rawa Community School & Magabala Books
Lester, Alison & Godwin, Jane
Monster party
Toering, Jodi & Harricks, Tannya
Walker Books
Mallee sky

8/23/19 6:09 AM

2018 9781848576582 On our own we're special, and we can chase our dream. But when we
join up, hand in hand, together we're a team.
2018 9781925360554 Monsters have a party at Dora Lake and go galumphing all over the
place.
2019 9781925381672 An extremely timely and beautiful picture book about the effects of
drought and climate change in the Mallee. The first people of the land
call the Mallee "Nowie". It means sunset country. When the sun goes
down the red heat of the day bleeds into the sky and sets it on fire.
Drought and rain -- life under a Mallee Sky. This poetic text by emerging
author Jodi Toering is beautifully accompanied by lush oil paintings by
fine artist and illustrator Tannya Harricks.
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602734

Toft, Kim Michelle
Coral sea dreaming

Silkim Books

574296

Topouzoglou, Elena
Mr Pegg's post

New Frontier
Publishing

641421

Torres, Michael & Martins, Fern (ill)
Butterfly garden, The

Magabala Books

6204

Treml, Renee
Colour for curlews

587697

Tyrrell, Karen
Ready. Set. Discover Logan

587698

Tyrrell, Karen & Pocock, Aaron (ill)
Bailey beats the blah

587680

Tyrrell, Karen & Pocock, Aaron (ill)
Harry helps Grandpa remember

587752

Unwin, Shelly & To, Vivienne (ill)
There's a baddie running through this book

Various
Rugby League Reads K-2 League Stars

8/23/19 6:09 AM

Year

ISBN

Annotations

2017 9780994238849 Coral Sea Dreaming will take you on a colourful underwater adventure
through a magical coral reef. Swim with manta rays, pat a parrotfish,
float with the fish and beware of the creatures that lurk beneath - looking
for their next meal. Enjoy the poetic text, learn more about the creatures
that live in this underwater environment and discover how you can help
preserve this multi-coloured marine environment for future generations
to enjoy.
2018 9781925594195 Anna and her parents live in a lighthouse, surrounded by the ocean, far
from neighbours and friends. Their only visitor is Mr Pegg, the postman.
But when Mr Pegg needs help with his deliveries, Anna comes to the
rescue. Maybe she will find some friends after all?

2019 9781925936995 An entertaining introduction to the life cycle of a butterfly - played out by
a fat caterpillar, a hungry kookaburra and a supporting cast of beautiful
butterflies.
Wombat Books
2018 9781925563320 Who could resist a little dab of colour here and there? Two curious
curlews discover a stash of paints and brushes. An adorable case of
Australian birds introduce readers to the joy of colours and colour
mixing.
Digital Future Press
2018 9780994302199 Yana arrives in the city of Logan with her family, feeling alone. She's not
sure what children can do in Logan. Yana meets Bunji, an Aboriginal
boy at a Logan City library. Bunji shows Yana the best places for kids to
explore and play.
Digital Future Press
2018 9780987274045 Bailey hates his new school. His tummy aches. He has no friends. His
dog Fuzzy slobbers all over him. BLAH! How can Bailey change his
BLAH to HA-HA-HA?
Digital Future Press
2015 9780987274083 Harry and Grandpa love playing hide-and-seek together. Over time
Grandpa becomes grumpy and forgetful, refusing to play games with
Harry anymore. On Grand-parent's Day, Grandpa becomes confused
and lost. He couldn't even remember Harry's name. Then Harry
discovers clever ways to boost Grandpa's memory. How does Harry
help Grandpa remember?
Allen & Unwin Pty Ltd 2018 9781760630614 Kids, watch out! A baddie is on the loose and only you can catch him.
But this baddie is very sneaky. He's going to have you looking for him
everywhere, up and down, and around and around, until the very last
page!
Using the club mascots and various Rugby League players and
captains, these books will allow readers to read about Rugby League
and their favourite clubs and players, whilst engaging with text and
practicing reading strategies. Any two books from this series may be
read as Challenge books; up to five more can be read as personal
choice books. Go to the Series lists for individual book titles.
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Various & Joven, John (ill)
Just so stories for little children: Rudyard
Kipling's stories retold

Usborne Publishing
Ltd

2018 9781474938051 Just so stories for little children is a wonderful adaptation of six of
Kipling's classic stories. This beautifully illustrated book will answer
those burning questions like how elephants got their trunks, why camels
have humps and what made kangaroos so jumpy.

601746

Veille, Eric
Encyclopedia of Grannies

Gecko Press

2019 9781776572434 Grannies come in all shapes and sizes, and with different hobbies,
moods, wrinkles and sayings. This encyclopedia of grannies shows us
that loving and caring for others is just one of the many things grannies
do.

593305

Veille, Eric & Martin, Pauline (ill)
Lost dads home, The

Affirm Press

6643

Vescio, Robert & King, Cara (ill)
Box cars, The

EK Books

2018 9781925584912 When a young boy accidentally loses track of his dad, he sets out to find
him at the Lost Dads Home. It is a fascinating place filled with all kinds
of lost dads, most of them in fairly good condition. But will the boy be
able to find his dad among them?
2019 9781925335835 Liam and Kai are the best of friends. They do everything together. Each
day in the park they race around in their box cars, pretending to be
everything from policemen chasing down bad guys to chauffeurs driving
around movie stars! One day they notice a little girl watching themshe's keen to join in and they're happy to be her friends too, but with
only two box cars to play with it seems someone's going to be left out.

6395

Walliams, David & Ross, Tony (ill)
Geronimo: The penguin who thought he
could fly

HarperCollins
Australia

2018 9780008279752 Meet Geronimo, the baby penguin who has one dream and one dream
only, and that is to fly! But everyone knows penguins can't fly, or can
they? With a little help from his dad and friends, baby Geronimo
discovers that even the wildest of dreams can come true.

640231

Watts, Frances & Watson, Judy (ill)
Leonard doesn't dance

ABC Books

2019 9780733333040 All the birds are excited about the Big Beaky Bird Ball - except Leonard.
His warble-warble waltz with the magpies is more wobble-wobble, and
his caw-caw can-can with the crows is a can't-can't. The puffins are
prancing, the rosellas are rocking and you should see the flamingo gogo-go! Everyone is jumping and jiving, but not Leonard. Leonard doesn't
dance. Then an unexpected encounter changes everything ...

616971

Watts, Frances & Yi, A. (ill)
My friend Fred

Allen & Unwin Pty Ltd 2019 9781760290948 My friend Fred eats dog food for breakfast. I think dog food is
disgusting. My friend Fred howls at the moon. I don't know why. He
does a lot of funny things. But even though we are different, Fred is my
best friend.
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6069

Whiting, Sue & White, Annie (ill)
Beware the deep dark forest

Walker Books

2018 9781742032344 Beware the deep, dark forest!
You should never, ever go in there...
Rosie has always followed this rule until the day her pup Tinky goes
missing in the woods. So Rosie decides to trek into this dangerous,
muddy place. But there are many obstacles along the way -- including a
huge grey wolf, a scary ravine and a ferocious troll!

638755

Wilson, Tony & Wood, Laura (ill)
Baa baa blue sheep

Scholastic Australia

617013

Winch, Gordon & Pym, Stephen (ill)
Holly the honeybee dancing star

New Frontier
Publishing

2019 9781760666446 Baa baa blue sheep, have you any wool? Yes, sir, yes sir, nine bags
full! The master and dame want ALL the wool! Blue! Orange! Green!
Red! But can the little boy who lives down the lane convince them to
share?
2019 9781925594492 Holly the honeybee is the dancing star of her hive: she waggles, she
wiggles, and she waggles again. But is there a secret message in
Holly's waggle dance? And could it help the bees survive through a
long, hot summer?

638716

Winch, Gordon & Shirvington, Patrick (ill)
New Frontier
Can you find 12 busy bees?
Publishing
Woollard, Elli & Anderson, Laura Ellen (ill) Pan MacMillan
Adventures of Swashbuckle Lil: A pirate's life

2019 9781925594560 Can you find 12 busy bees? Take a closer look into Australian nature
and appreciate the beauty of the natural world.
2018 9781509881529 Swashbuckle Lil is no ordinary girl. She is in fact a pirate. Join Lil and
her trusty parrot Carrot as they look for adventure in four different
stories.

Zoboli, Giovanna & Di Giorgio, Mariachiara Chronicle Books
(ill)
Professional crocodile

2017 9781452165066 Mr Crocodile loves his job. Every morning he gets up with an alarm. He
brushes his teeth. He chooses the right tie to match his outfit, eats a
quick slice of toast, and heads off to work on a crowded train. But what
is his job? The answer may surprise you.

5822

630945
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